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IMPORTANT DATES
WiN Global Annual Meeting
The 25th Annual Conference and General Assembly will be held between August 28th and
September 2nd in Beijing, China. Details on the conference including registration, outline
programme, submission of abstracts, posters and Chapter Reports, together with information
on recommended hotels, cultural and technical tours and visa letters can be found on the
website: www.wincn2017.com

World Nuclear University
Applications are invited for the 4th WNU School on Radiation Technologies held 16 to 27
October 2017, Sao Paulo, Brazil, in collaboration with the Nuclear and Energy Research
Institute (IPEN/CNEN). Deadline for applications is June 16th 2017.
Apply online at www.world-nuclear-university.org
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THE WORLD OF WiN
WiN BULGARIA
50 Years of Bulgarian Atomic Energy - Safe,
Reliable and Environmentally Friendly Conference
A secondary school conference was organised by WiN–Bulgaria, and under the auspices of
Kozloduy NPP EAD, at the Kozloduy House of Culture, on 10 March. The event was
attended by guests representing the KNPP management, the town Municipality, etc. A short
documentary on the construction history of Kozloduy NPP and chronicle of the beginnings of
Bulgarian nuclear energy was shown at the beginning by its author, R. Purvanov. This year’s
edition of the competition enrolled 94 participants from Grade 8 to Grade 12 of all the
schools in town and two schools in Belene. The audience heard the best presentations, preselected by a competent jury. Two sessions with three reports per each of the topics "Safety and Security", and "Environment - radiological monitoring; emergency planning and
preparedness" were arranged, followed by questions and further debates.
In the coffee-break, a jury reviewed and discussed posters and models with their authors.
The five best posters were identified from a total of 14 submissions.
The seven mock-up demonstrations attracted special attention and interest. A fully deserved
first place was awarded to the model of "Robotics Exo-sceleton" prepared by a team of the
Sts. Cyril and Methodius School. The rest of the models ranked were the product of the
efforts of students from the Igor Kurchatov Nuclear Energy Vocational School, namely
"Principle of operation and NPP with WWER reactors", "Design of an NPP with WWER-1000
reactor", "Photovoltaic autonomous power supply to a home", "Solar-powered dryer for
wood", and "Solar-powered water distiller".
Finally on the conference agenda were debates on issues important to our energy. The
debate subjects were announced in advance, and a public discussion was held between
Kozloduy NPP specialists with extensive operational experience and secondary school
students - motivated young people who will replace today's nuclear energy engineers.
The two case studies for discussions included issues such as new energy sources and
nuclear power - pros and cons; NPPs - a source of safe, cost-effective, ecological energy;
nuclear energy - current issues and future outlook; for and against new nuclear units in
Bulgaria; new units 7&8 at KNPP site or a new NPP in Belene. Each of the participants
justified and defended their position on the need to develop nuclear energy in Bulgaria,
regardless of the location for building a new nuclear unit.
The young people demonstrated in-depth knowledge and presented their views and
understanding about our national nuclear energy. Certainly, the knowledge they have gained
with this conference will be a step further in their personal development and active civic
stance in a knowledge-based society.
The participants presented themselves well and received awards from the sponsoring
companies. In addition, WiN-Kozloduy will arrange for all the participants sightseeing trips to
the NPP and the historical Radetski boat.
We, the members of WiN-Kozloduy believe that secondary school students have gained a
stable basic competence in the field of nuclear energy and, in particular, its safety and
security, its environment-friendly impact and the climate of our planet, and preparedness for
emergency response.
We would like to thank the Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant for hosting this conference in the
city of Kozloduy.
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Success of Kozloduy Students at National Engineering Contests
Following the students conference dedicated to the 50th anniversary of Bulgarian atomic
energy and organised by WiN-Bulgaria, the top
ranked and awarded reports were included in
subsequent national-level competitions and
events related to nuclear energy and its
development. At the end of March, at the
Technical University of Varna, a group of Igor
Kurchatov Vocational School students with
reports and models attended the national high
school competition "Energy and Us", where they
received prestigious awards and certificates of
participation.
Another stage was the students' participation in the "Best Report" competition at the Thermal
Nuclear Energy Department of TU-Sofia. On 26 April, three student-members of the middle
school section of WiN-Bulgaria took part in the Rouse Festival of Robotics organised by TURouse, in early May, and were awarded the first
place in the models competition. They were
guided by the physicist Ms. Velikova - a member
of WiN-Kozloduy.
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WiN-Bulgaria was a guest at May's festive events of partner-schools in Kozloduy: at
the "Sts. Cyril and Methodius" high school for the day dedicated to the brothers Cyril and
Methodius, creators of the Bulgarian alphabet and foundеrs of literature in Bulgaria. We
joined the last class of the future young energy engineers at the vocational school and we
wished them successful realisation in the challenging atomic engineering profession. On a
historical date for the Bulgarian people connected with the name of Hristo Botev, a poet and
revolutionary and a patron saint of the "Hristo Botev" Secondary School in Kozloduy, WiNBulgaria delivered a greeting address and wished the young people to follow their dreams
and remember that they are heirs of glorious heroes-patriots.

The Sts. Cyril and Methodius Secondary School marked their
patron feast day, and organized an open chess tournament
with the assistance of Kozloduy NPP and WiN-Bulgaria for
the tenth consecutive time, in memory of the chess teacher
Yordan Balkanski - one of the pioneers of chess playing in
Kozloduy. It has become a tradition of the WiN-Bulgaria
Association to help and maintain logistically this endeavour, this time also providing the 1st,
2nd and 3rd place medals, and refreshments. This year's edition of the competition involved
30 participants from Grade 1 to Grade 12 of all the schools in town. The young chess hopes
showed enviable skills in five rounds and were given prizes on behalf of the nuclear plant,
Municipality of Kozloduy and their school.
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WiN CANADA
EUCI Leadership Conference for Women in Energy – Canada
WiN-Canada joined hundreds of the
country’s most successful women
leaders in energy to share industry
knowledge and experience at the
Leadership Conference for Women in
Energy – Canada from April 12 to April
13, 2017 in Toronto, Ontario. Executive
Director Carly Silberstein moderated a
panel on Millennials: The New Leaders,
with WiN-Canada member and panelist
Larkin Lee. The panel discussed how
millennials, or Generation Y, which will
comprise 75% of the Canadian workforce by the year 2025, view their career development
and how organizations can promote intergenerational collaboration. Many other WiNCanada members also participated in the conference, including Lisa Marshall, Chair of the
WiN-Durham Chapter and Manager, Labour Relations, at Ontario Power Generation, who
participated in a panel on Overcoming Gender Roadblocks.

Speakers’ Clearinghouse Initiative
WiN-Canada’s Speakers’ Clearinghouse provides the opportunity for our members to speak
about nuclear energy at different venues
across Canada. On March 9, Sonia
Qureshi, Program Manager at Candu
Owners Group (COG) spoke at The
Women's Canadian Club of Toronto as
part of their Speaker’s Series.

Sonia Qureshi of Candu Owners Group with
members of The Women’s Canadian Club of
Toronto on March 9, 2017
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14th Annual WiN-Canada Conference
Planning is underway for the 14th Annual WiN-Canada Conference, which will be held at the
Brookstreet Hotel in Ottawa, Ontario from October 22nd - October 24th, 2017. The opening
reception will take place on October 22nd, followed by a full-day conference and closing
reception on October 23rd. The conference will end with tours on October 24th. Check our
website in the coming months for more details.

OPG’s Darlington Refurbishment Reaches Important Milestone
Ontario Power Generation, one of WiN-Canada’s major partners, is undergoing a
refurbishment of the Darlington Nuclear Generating Station. OPG is proud to announce that
the project remains on schedule and on budget, and has now moved into the next work
segment after the safe and successful separation of the Unit 2 nuclear reactor from
operating units and containment at the Darlington Nuclear Generating Station. WiN-Canada
has over 300 members that work at OPG and many of them are contributing to this
successful refurbishment project.

WiN CHINA
The 25th Women in Nuclear Annual Conference Registration will be Open Soon
The 25th WiN Global Annual Conference (WiN25), co-hosted by WiN Global and Chinese
Nuclear Society, in cooperation with State Power Investment Corporation (SPIC) and State
Nuclear Power Technology Corporation (SNPTC), will be held from Aug 28 to Sep 1, 2017 in
Beijing, China.
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The WiN25 Website (www.wincn2017.com) is now open for registration and abstract
submissions. Important dates and deadlines are as below:

Deadline for Abstract Submission:

June 15th, 2017

Deadline for Abstract Acceptance Notification:

June 30th, 2017

Deadline for Speaker Presentation Submission:

June 23rd, 2017

Deadline for Chapter Report Submission:

July 15th, 2017

Closing Date for Conference Registration:

July 20th, 2017

Deadline for Poster Submission:

July 31st, 2017

The Conference program has been developed and posted on the website, with several
options for cultural and technical tours available for foreign participants at their own cost. For
delegate accommodation, six hotels are recommended for your consideration, satisfying the
demands of different budgets.
Please closely follow the website updates, register yourself and select cultural or technical
tours in due course, and make reservations for your travel and accommodation. Please
ensure you click on the link to request an invitation letter in order to get a visa to visit China.
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WiN FRANCE
Understand and fight against the effects of negative stereotypes of
girls
To promote the scientific and technological vocations, WiN PACA along with 4
associations(*) organizes joint meetings to contribute to fight against stereotypes in
cooperation with the education sphere (parents of students, professors, advisers) and high
school students.
Two renowned scientists were invited on April 6th to the high school Madeleine Fourcade of
Gardanne to discuss "the stereotypes which prevent girls from choosing the scientific
sectors": Fabienne Michellini, Lecturer and Isabelle Règner, Director of the Social sciences
center of the Cognitive Psychology Laboratory (CNRS / University of Aix-Marseille).
" Stereotypes negatively influence our life and lead to disappointing performances ". Isabelle
Règner.
There is a lot of proof demonstrating that women and girls are influenced by stereotypical
expectations. The studies indicate for example that girls of middle school age present a
deficit of performance in class when they are simply brought to believe that the task to be
achieved needs mathematical skills. On the contrary, if the tests are presented as measuring
the skills in drawing, the result is clearly better.
* Femmes & Sciences - Femmes Ingénieurs - Casciofée - IESF - WiN région PACA
with the support of the Regional Delegate of women rights and equality in PACA and the Academy of
Aix-Marseille.
Isabelle Règner, Director of the Social sciences center of the Cognitive Psychology
Laboratory (CNRS / University of Aix-Marseille).

WiN PACA (Provence Alpes Cote d'Azur) is a regional representation of WiN France,
located in the south of France (Marseille). Patricia Schindler (above) is the President of WiN
PACA.
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WiN GERMANY
WiN Global met in Berlin at the Annual Meeting on Nuclear
Technology (AMNT) 2017 his year, the traditional WiN Lunch along with the AMNT
on May 17th. WiN Germany was very proud to welcome both our WiN Global President Gabi
Voigt and Cristina Bucur, the WiN Europe President.

Gabi Voigt (left), WiN Global President and Cristina Bucur, WiN Europe President

Gabi was invited by the AMNT program committee to open the session on Know-How, New
Build and Innovations on May 17th with a keynote on Managing Nuclear Knowledge with
Competence and Grace where she emphasized the important role of women and WiN in
managing the preservation of nuclear knowledge. This matter was taken up again in very
lively discussions with 25 female participants during the WiN lunch.
It turned into an unofficial WiN Global gathering since the participating women came from 8
countries from all over the world!
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Gabi highlighted once more: “Topics like career prospects and job opportunities or the
establishment of mentoring programs are very important for me and one of the main focuses
of my activities as WiN Global President.”
Cristina Bucur - arrived from Dusseldorf where she gave a keynote speech about WiN
Europe at the ESARDA Symposium on Safeguards and Nuclear Non-Proliferation: “It is all
about qualities - women can do all kinds of jobs because they are multitasking. And women
are emotional-rational whereas men are more rational-emotional.”

6th WiN Sweden and WiN Germany Seminar
WiN Germany invites WiN members from Germany and Sweden to participate in the next
bilateral seminar in Biblis, Germany. This year’s seminar is already the sixth edition of
this traditional event and is hosted by the Biblis NPP (RWE Power AG).
The motto of the seminar that will take place on October 26th/27th is “The long way to
green field”. Is there a better location than Biblis to hold the seminar?
In March, permits to decommission Germany's Biblis NPP have been issued to RWE
Power AG and now Biblis is well prepared to begin safe decommissioning. The goal is to
release the existing buildings from the atomic law in about 15 years. The dismantling of
the NPP is a major challenge, technically, in terms of planning and organization.
The event will start with the WiN Germany General Assembly in the morning of 26th. For
the first time, the candidates for the WiN Germany prize will be given a larger platform for
their presentations: the award ceremony is part of the bilateral meeting.

Participants in the 2016 bilateral meeting in Oskarshamn, Sweden

Gabi highlighted once more: “Topics like career prospects and job opportunities or the
establishment of mentoring programs are very important for me and one of the main focuses
of my activities as WiN Global president.”
Cristina Bucur - arrived from Dusseldorf where she gave a keynote speech on WiN Europe
at the ESARDA Symposium on Safeguards and Nuclear Non-Proliferation - is certain: “It is
all about qualities - women can do all kinds of jobs because they are multitasking. And
women are emotional-rational whereas men are more rational-emotional.”
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WiN KOREA
WiN Korea Conducts a Seminar: ‘Promote the Next Generation
Nuclear Education Program’

As part of the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning Nuclear Policy Research
Program, WiN Korea conducted an “Advanced Review of Next Generation Nuclear
Education Program“in the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (INTEC). The seminar
was aimed at understanding the status of each nuclear related institute for promoting the
understanding of next generation nuclear education, and establishing cooperative measures
between nuclear related organizations and current instructors. There were 7 related people
in charge and 5 current instructors attending the seminar. At the seminar, the seminar was
chaired by Vice Chairman Dr. Youngmi Nam of the five atomic energy related agencies, and
a comprehensive discussion for “Activity Plan for Promoting Understanding of Next
Generation Nuclear” took place, with diverse opinion. Current teachers presented diverse
practical opinions based on the hands-on experience of the school field. In order to facilitate
the development of nuclear programs in schools, there was a suggestion that teachers
would offer various methods for teaching and preparing education programs, such as
training and demonstration programs, and those teachers would have a more practical
education foundation than simply creating a teaching support foundation.

WiN Korea Conducts First Board of Directors Council of 2017
On April 27, the association held the first Board of Directors council of 2017 at the Yuseong
Rivera Hotel in Daejon. The meeting was hosted by the Board of Directors and the meeting
was held with 17 Directors. Before the council started, the consecutive Board members and
the new Board members had a first meeting. On the day of the meeting, the Board of
Director conducted a report on the progress and operation of the association, and discussed
the introduction of some revisions of the prospectus and the adjustment of the date of the
commencement term. It also had the time to consider the future direction of the association
and the alternative to enhancing activities and participation by members.
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WiN Korea Present Appreciation Plaque to President Se-moon Park
On July 27, Women in Nuclear Global (WiN Global) concluded that President Se-Moon Park
had successfully completed her terms as President and praised her for all her work during
the past four years and contributed to the appreciation of her international leadership. Dr.
Se-Moon Park said "I will continue to carry out the peaceful use of nuclear energy as an
Honorary President of WiN Korea, and as a Board member of WiN Global."

Dr Se-Moon Park receives a plaque in
commemoration of her Presidency of WiN
Global
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Commencement of the 8th Nuclear Power Competition

The "WiN Korea for Women's Love Sharing (WiN SANA)"(director: Audit Sohyun Kim)
started promoting to recruit eligible candidates for the next generation of talented individuals
at "The 8th Nuclear Power Competition with WiN Korea (Writing of Personal Experience in
Nuclear)". The contest is open to middle and high school students, and the same age youth
groups. The prize is awarded to 6 students with the brief of writing a personal experience
after visiting or experiencing a nuclear related facility. Details of the contest can also be
found in the notice of the Association Web site (www.winkorea.or.kr).
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WiN RUSSIA
WiN Russia Chapter to Open Soon
In Moscow, Russia a group of women professionals have been actively meeting for
the last 6 months with the purpose of restarting a national “Women in Nuclear”
Chapter. WiN Russia is expected to be officially registered as a non-profit foundation
by July 2017.
The leader of WiN Russia, Alena Yakovleva, wants to create a strong community of
women leaders who will be active professionally, socially and publicly, and support
the growing Russian nuclear industry both domestically and abroad. “We have
carefully studied the goals of “Women in Nuclear” and find them important and very
relevant today, and we are willing to organize ourselves here in a national chapter”, says Alena Yakovleva, who is a member of Rosatom’s Public Council and founder of
independent news website Atomic-Energy.ru, - “We want to raise public awareness
about the benefits of nuclear energy and to promote interest in nuclear careers,
especially among women and youth”.

In May the founding group organized a meeting with senior nuclear-degree students
of Obninsk branch of National Nuclear Research University. Several topical
presentations and a general discussion were held, at which students voiced their
questions about careers in the nuclear industry, prospects and scientific directions.
"The students were able to ask a wide variety of questions and receive professional
answers in a favorable atmosphere," - says Angelica Khaperskaya, senior manager
at "SNF Management System" office at Rosatom Corporation, - "I very much hope
that we, the women of the nuclear industry, inspired them to do diligent work and In
May the founding group organized a meeting with senior nuclear-degree students of
Obninsk branch of National Nuclear Research University. Several topical
presentations and a general discussion were held, at which students voiced their
questions about careers in the nuclear industry, prospects and scientific directions.
"The students were able to ask a wide variety of questions and receive professional
answers in a favorable atmosphere," - says Angelica Khaperskaya, senior manager
at "SNF Management System" office at Rosatom Corporation, - "I very much hope
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that we, the women of the nuclear industry, inspired them to do diligent work and
sparked interest in the profession of a nuclear worker”.

WiN SPAIN
WiN Spain supporting Ionizing Radiations Course
The University “Autonoma” of Madrid and the Official College of Physicists, with the
collaboration of WiN Spain, organized a new edition of the course "Ionizing Radiations:
Applications and Safety" held from March 31 to April 28, 2017; this thirty hours course
provided three official university credits.
This course was directed towards students, principally physicists or other technical or
scientific areas, whose professional aim is trained to the radiological protection, industrial or
sanitarian applications of ionizing radiations. Furthermore, this course is also of special
interest to those interested in these topics, to support reasoned opinion and would need to
be prepared to inform others.
Some of the topics are provided within other courses in physics, however, this particular
course deepens and supplements all that basic information, with more practical issues
related to these areas.
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Participants

WiN Spain Meetings
Members of WiN Spain met in March and May 2017 with a broad Agenda.
The main objective of these meetings, besides discussing all the future activities we could
accomplish, was to present WiN to new members. WiN Spain always has the challenge to
increase the membership amongst other professional women to ensure not only
generational renewal, but to continue with a more dynamic organization and a flow of inputs
and new ideas.
Our President Ms. Matilde Pelegrí presented WiN Spain, how it is structured, our objectives,
how we are placed within the WiN Global organization, etc. She stressed the importance of
new members and urged the newcomers to spread the word within their own working
environments.
The forecast program of activities was presented and discussed, and our collaboration with
other Institutions to support combined activities as well. Details on the activities already
planned at short term, and the ones at midterm and long term were also discussed.
WiN Spain will be informing you all as they take place, since we would like to share our
activities with the WiN Global Community.

WiN Spain Meeting in March
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WiN UK

WiN UK Takes to the Road
WiN UK representatives have been out and about speaking at events and conferences
about our work and encouraging more people to get involved.
Vice-Chair, Maxine Symington spoke to the Women's Engineering Society about our
successful speed mentoring events, while Fiona Jackson, also Vice-Chair, spoke to the LPG
industry's women's group about the support WiN UK has received from its members which
has made it a success.
WiN UK President, Jack Gritt spoke at the Marketforce nuclear conference on resourcing the
future of nuclear and attracting more women to the sector.

WiN UK President, Jack Gritt speaking at the Marketforce Nuclear Conference.

WiN UK Speed Mentoring Success
WiN UK speed mentoring success Anna, attended a speed mentoring session when
she returned from maternity leave, and got more than she was expecting. Here she
tells us her story:
“Empowering, inspirational and confidence-boosting - just what I needed after returning to
work from maternity leave.”
After coming back from my maternity leave in September 2016 I was irritated. I returned to
my old job in my old company which both remained the same, but I had changed. I noticed
that things which were only mildly annoying before now grew to astronomical proportion and
were aggravating me each day: the ancient HR policies, lack of flexibility, outdated IT
system, lack of relevant projects for me to get involved in, etc. As an ultimate ‘doer’ I was
tired of complaining and I was desperate to change something in my circumstances. In the
same time I was painfully aware that as a new mum, with a baby in the nursery, I wasn’t a
very attractive candidate. At least that was what I thought at the time. Somehow my
extensive education, charter ships and international experience (Canada, Russia) were
unimportant when faced with my inability to work full-time. And that realisation was crippling.
I found the Speed mentoring event a bit by accident. I had joined WiN UK before leaving for
maternity leave and I was interested to see what they were up to and whether there were
any activities which I could get involved in. The description of the event made it sound like
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just the thing I needed to regain my confidence. So without further ado I booked a place,
took a half day leave and when the day arrived - jumped on a train to Bristol. I arrived and
was immediately greeted by other ladies from WiN UK. I felt welcomed and all my anxieties
melted away. As per instructions, I was prepared to ask mentors questions. Mine were
focused on the hows and whens of discussing the topic of flexible working during an
interview. I have spoken with 8 mentors, and all of them agreed on the following:


Don’t be afraid to apply for jobs, even if you don’t meet all or even 75% of the requirements.
And most importantly, even if they are listed as full-time and you can are only available parttime. The specs are usually written based on a person who is leaving so they are more of a
wish list. You don’t know what the employers are looking for and what allowances they are
willing to make for the right candidate;
and



Don’t start your interview with a discussion on flexible working. Wait until the end, when you
are certain that the person on the other side of the table is determined to offer you the job
and is willing to make significant allowance to have you on his/her team.
They also praised my qualification and skills, so after an hour I left the venue feeling 10 feet
tall and invincible.
And as it turned out, less than two months after the event I was invited to an interview with
one of the key global environmental consultancies. The job I was interviewed for was outside
my comfort zone and was advertised as a full-time position. But I went to the interview
anyway, eager to learn what in my background made them think that I would be a suitable
candidate (at the same time trying very hard not to let my insecurities get the upper hand).
After two hours of a friendly chat, when I felt that they were suitably impressed with my
education, skills and experience, I tentatively broached the subject of flexible working. And
guess what – it wasn’t an issue at all. I was offered the job, flexible working and opportunity
to job share with an employee who had similar qualifications to me and who was just
returning from her maternity leave. Did I know all of those factors before the interview? No.
Based on my story I would like to advise you to get active. Go to networking events (like the
Speed mentoring event), conferences and seminars, and don’t be afraid to talk to likeminded
people because you never know what you will learn. And apply for jobs you like. Be brave
but be smart as well: highlight your achievements, put your skills in the spotlight rather
than focusing on the difficulties. Let your employer see that you are a problem-solver
and that you are ready to work with them to come up with a working arrangement which
will benefit both sides. It is a two-way street after all.

U.S. WIN
US WiN Honoured with Nuclear Science and History Award
The National Museum of Nuclear Science & History has awarded U.S. Women in Nuclear®
(WIN) its Nuclear Science and History Award. U.S. WIN was honoured for its work
supporting and encouraging women to pursue careers in nuclear-related fields and for its
outreach to schools to inspire girls to pursue education in science, technology, engineering
and mathematics (STEM) fields.
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NEI President and Chief Executive Officer Maria Korsnick—a U.S. WIN member for more
than a decade—accepted the award on behalf of WIN at a ceremony in Albuquerque, New
Mexico on March 18. “U.S. WIN didn’t exist when I was starting out. It was a high school
math teacher who gave me the confidence to pursue nuclear engineering—a field that
continues to fascinate me. I encourage young people, including my children, to give STEM
education a serious look. High-tech industries like mine are counting on them to provide our
workforce of the future,” Korsnick said at the event.
In her remarks, Korsnick said that the U.S. needed to view the nuclear industry from a more
strategic, long-term perspective. “The United States needs to decide that nuclear energy is a
high priority—or we will lose not only a major source of reliable, clean electricity; we also will
lose our chance to build exciting new technologies, and we will sacrifice our global
+leadership position in nuclear safety and security,” Korsnick said. “Global leadership
requires a strong nuclear energy infrastructure at home. The U.S. will not be a credible
nuclear leader if it casually allows its nuclear fleet to atrophy.”
Formed in 1999, U.S. WIN is a network of more than 8,000 people who work in nuclear- and
radiation-related fields around the country and it is part of an association of more than
25,000 members from 107 countries around the globe. It provides a network for women and
men in nuclear-related careers and conducts public outreach on the benefits of nuclear
science and technology.
Past recipients of the Nuclear Science and History Award include Nobel Prize winners Glenn
Seaborg and Murray Gell-Mann and author Richard Rhodes.

+
NEI President and CEO Maria Korsnick and members of the U.S. WIN Steering Committee
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CELEBRATING SUCCESS
WiN Korea Members Seongeun Kim, Sunyoung Nam, Hyesun
Hwang, Awarded the Government Citation at the 50th Anniversary
Scientific Day
In celebration of the 50th anniversary of the 50th Scientific Day
(April 21), members Seongeun Kim, Sunyoung Nam, Hyesun Hwang,
were awarded the government citation for the following:
- Seungeun Kim (Korea University of Medical School): The
development of medical science technology and advancement
through research and clinical experience
- Sunyoung Nam (KHNP Radiation Health Service): Contribution to
developing the assessment of the low dose radiation health effect
technology and detection mechanism of radiation health effect in
nuclear power plants, and thus contributing to the safety of nuclear power plants by
providing scientific evidence for the radiological impacts of radiation.
- Hyesun Hwang (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute): Contribution to scientific literacy
and national information protection, leveraging this knowledge and experience to develop
leading research and development efforts to foster home-grown R&D professionals
Dr. Soyoun Kim, Awarded the Government Medal of Honour at The 50th anniversary
Scientific Day
In celebration of the 50th anniversary of the 50th Scientific Day (April 21),
Audit Kim So-yeon (CEO of the Department of Health and Human Resources
Development) received the Presidential Medal of Science and Technology for
the Promotion of Science and Technology. Dr. Soyoun Kim was honoured in
recognition of the nuclear power plant accident by securing key technologies
such as initial medical response and follow-up technologies, and operation
and knowledge transfer of nuclear power plants.
Award Acceptance Speech:
https://kofwst.org/info/09.php?bbs_data=aWR4PTY4MzYmc3RhcnRQYWdlPSZsaXN0Tm89
JnRhYmxlPWNzX2Jic19kYXRhJmNvZGU9c29zaWsyJnNlYXJjaF9pdGVtPSZzZWFyY2hfb3
JkZXI9||&bgu=view&idx=6836&pageNum=&cate=
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PRESIDENT’S NEWS
Dear WiNners
Summer has started (min in Vienna), and it is hot and sunny. Many activities for WiN Global
keep me busy: the representation of WiN Global on several events in the IAEA and
elsewhere, the preparations of the WiN Global Conference in Beijing in 2017 and the Joint
WiN Global Conference in Bariloche in 2018 with IYNC, and last but not least the registration
of WiN Global as a legal entity in Austria. You might have also noted that the WiN Facebook
site is becoming more active and that interesting items are shared also with a wider
audience. The feedback so far is very positive and many ‘likes’ have been posted.
Our meeting in Budapest was rather successful with several decisions been taken. Please
visit the minutes as well as the committee notes on our WiN Global website for more
information!
During the TC event, celebrating 60 years of technical cooperation with IAEA Member
States, where WiN Global was visible at a booth together with WiN Argentina and WiN IAEA,
several high level delegates, including the DG of the IAEA, indicated the important role
women play in nuclear sciences and said strong support to achieve gender balance is
needed. I sincerely hope these expressions of interest will also materialize in recruitment
and career possibilities for WiNners!
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With this I wish you a happy summer and I hope to see many of you in Beijing. Enjoy now
reading the contributions from our WiN Chapters.
Dr Gabriele Voigt
President

NEXT ISSUE
If you have any news from your local Chapter for the September issue of WiNFO please
send them in Word format with jpeg photos to winadmin@world-nuclear.org by August 25th.

WiN Global
c/o World Nuclear Association
Tower House
10 Southampton Street
London
WC2E 7HA
United Kingdom

www.win-global.org
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